This paper proposes a calculus for describing communication-centred programming and discusses its application to use cases from real business protocols. The formalism, called global calculus, aims at representing global message flows as structured communications. The global calculus originates from the Choreography Description Language (CDL), a web service description language developed by W3C's WS-CDL Working Group. Its type discipline is based on the session types which have been studied over long years in the context of the π-calculus [9, 6, 18, 4] . Session types offer a high-level abstraction and articulation for complex communication behaviours, and play a fundamental role to guide the programmer towards a correct implementation of business protocols.
Introduction
The purpose of the present paper is to introduce a communication-based calculus which fundamentally differs from existing concurrency formalisms. This calculus was born as a result of a dialogue with W3C's working group on web service standards, and is based on the idea of global description of interactions. Related descriptive methods have been practised in varied contexts, including the standard notation for cryptographic protocols [12] , message sequence charts (MSC) [10, 7] , a language related with MSC called DiCons [1] , Strand Space [16] and UML sequence diagrams [13] . One may also view Petri Nets description of various systems [17, 2] as an instance of such global descriptions. The use of types in the formalism, based on session types [15, 9, 6, 18, 8] , is the main difference from these notations. As its origin in W3C standardisation suggests, this formalism is the distillation of engineering needs for describing complex interaction which may occur in real world business processes. The associated long version [5] presents extensive examples of business protocols written in the proposed global formalism, together with a formal correspondence with a standard process formalism, the π-calculus.
The direct engineering background of the present work is WS-CDL (Web Service Choreography Description Language) [19] , an XML-based web service description language developed by W3C's WS-CDL Working Group, in collaboration with invited scientists including the present authors. WS-CDL has been developed in order to meet engineering needs for the development of business protocols on the world-wide web. The central engineering idea of WS-CDL is embodied by the term choreography in its name. The underlying intuition can be summarised as:
"Dancers dance following a global scenario without a single point of control".
WS-CDL is about writing down such a "global scenario": in computational terms, it is a language for describing business protocols from a global viewpoint such that the description can be executed by individual distributed processes without a single point of control. In other words, if a designer writes a global description in WS-CDL, it should be realisable as communicating processes without any central controlling agent (which contrasts with the notion of orchestration, where one master component, "conductor", directly controls activity of one or more slave components). Thus the notion of choreography intrinsically demands an implementation framework of global protocols to be correctly realised in each location. For this purpose, types play a fundamental role in WS-CDL.
A broader background of the present work is the explosive growth of the Internet and world-wide web which has given rise to, in the shape of the standardisations. The engineering background makes it feasible and advantageous to develop applications which will be engaged in complex sequences of interactions among two or more parties. Another background is maturing of theories of processes centring on the π-calculus and its types. The introduced formalism is based on a notion of structured communication, called session. A session binds a series of communications between two parties into one, distinguishing them from communications belonging to other sessions. This is a standard practice in business protocols (where an instance of a protocol should be distinguished from another instance of the same or other protocols) and in distributed programming (where two interacting parties use multiple TCP connections for performing a unit of conversation). The type disciplines for sessions have been studied over long years in the context of the π-calculus [9, 6, 18, 4] , where it has been shown that they offer a high-level abstraction for communication behaviour upon which further refined reasoning techniques can be built. Not only sessions offer a natural articulation for description of global description of complex interaction behaviour but also session types play an essential role in the presented theory for guiding the programmer towards a correct implementation of the business protocols.
This paper introduces the formal calculus and the idea of session types with many illustrative examples to those without background of process calculi and their typing systems. Section 2 and 3 introduce and illustrate the global formalism (a distilled version of WS-CDL). Section 4 illustrates the session types for the calculus. Finally Section 5 demonstrates its expressiveness by showing a large example inspired from a use case of WS-CDL, together with its implementation as communicating processes. Further examples and the full technical development of a theoretical basis of the formalism can be found in [5] .
The Global Calculus
In this section and the next, we introduce the syntax and dynamic/static semantics of the global calculus. The dynamic semantics specifies an abstract notion of "computation" underlying a formalism. In the case of Turing Machines, this is a move of a head and read/write of each slot of a tape. In the case of the λ-calculus, this is an application of a lambda term to an argument and a subsequent substitution (for example, (λx.f x)3 → f 3 indicates that, when the function (λx.f x) is applied to an argument 3, the result is another application f 3). In the case of a global calculus, this is represented as a transition from a global description to another global description, carrying out each step of interaction (exchange of a message). Since each participant may own its own local variables, such transition can also involve collection of local variables of the participants involved.
From an engineering viewpoint, the dynamic semantics pins down a mathematical notion which designers, implementers and users can refer to when they wish to discuss about dynamic behaviour of description with rigour. For example, this would allow us to state with precision whether an implemented program conforms to the description or not. The dynamic semantics is defined using an intuitive notation, (σ, I) → (σ I) which says a global description I in a state σ (which is the collection of all local states of the participants) will be changed into I in a new configuration σ . This idea comes from the small-step semantics given to imperative languages.
The description of interactions in the global calculus centres on a notion of session, in which two interacting parties establish a private connection for engaging a series of interactions, possibly interleaved with other sessions. More concretely, processes first exchange fresh session channels for a newly created session, then use them for interactions belonging to the session (this is equivalent to the more implicit framework where identity tokens in message content are used for signifying a session). This idea has a natural association with a simple type discipline, where we represent a structured sequence of interactions between two parties as an type. Here "types" mean syntactic annotation on descriptions of interactions: this annotation describes an abstract notion of interface of a service (or a shared service channel), and is inferred by typing rules for each description following its syntactic structure. For example, consider the following message exchange, called interaction:
Buyer → Seller : s RequestQuote, productName, x .
Seller → Buyer : s ReplyQuote, productPrice, y
In (1), a Buyer asks for a service serv creating the new session channel s which will be used for in-session message exchange. Therefore, Buyer requests a quote for a product, specifying the product name and, through the same channel, a Seller replies with the quote value. This interactions at s can be abstracted by the following session type:
The session type in (2) abstracts a sequence of actions performed at ch, specifying the following abstract behaviour:
First send ("↑") a string with operation name RequestQuote, then receive ("↓") an integer with operation name ReplyQuote.
Note this abstraction is given from the Buyer's viewpoint. Similarly, we can present the abstraction for the Seller's action:
which simply reverses the direction of information flows. Note that, in this way, there is a natural notion of duality associated with session types [9] .
Formal Syntax
The formal syntax of the global calculus is given by standard BNF. Below symbols I, I , . . . denote terms of the global calculus, also called interactions.
Terms describe a course of information exchange among two ore more parties from a global viewpoint.
The grammar above uses the following symbols 5 :
• a, b, c, ch, . . . range over a collection Ch of service channels (also called session initiating channels). They may be considered as shared channels of web services.
• s, s , . . . range over a collection S of session channels. Session channels designate communication channels freshly generated for each session. They can be implemented in various ways: in TCP, the same concept is realised by so-called connection (also called session). In web services, they are realised by sending freshly generated identity information as part of messages.
• A, B, C, . . . range over a collection P of participants. Participants are those who are engaged in communications with others, each equipped with its own local state. Each participant may have more than one threads of interactions using multiple channels.
• x, y, z, . . . range over a collection Var of variables, which are close to variables in the traditional programming languages such as Pascal and C, in that their content is updatable.
• X, Y, Z, . . . range over a collection of term variables, which are used for representing recurrence (loop) in combination with recursion rec X.I. Note term variables occur annotated with participants.
• e, e , . . . range over expressions, given by the grammar e ::= x | v | f (e 1 , . . . , e k ) where f ranges over an appropriate set of function symbols (including standard arithmetic/boolean operators) and v, w, . . . range over atomic values such as natural numbers and booleans.
Each construct in the above grammar is illustrated in the next subsection. We write A → B : s op . I whenever the expression e and the variable x are not important in A → B : s op, e, x . I.
Illustration of Syntax
The initial two constructs represent communications. First, A → B : b(ν ν νs) . I indicates that A invokes a service channel b at B and initiates a new session that will use fresh session channelss, followed by interaction I. Subsequent communications in I belonging to this session are done throughs (I can have other communications belonging to different sessions). In the main part of the present study we shall assume A and B are distinct 6 . Ass should be local to the session (i.e. unknown outside), we set each s i ∈s to be bound in I.
Second, A → B : s op, e, y expresses the sending action by A whose message consists of a selected operator op, with the receiver B. The value of the expression e (which can only use variables located at A) is assigned to the variable y (which must be located at B).
Third, another primitive operation is the assignment x@A := e . I. The operation is local at the specified participant (A above), where variable x at A is updated with the result of evaluating e, also located at A.
We can use the conditional if e@A then I 1 else I 2 or the summation I 1 + I 2 to branch the course of actions. The first operation evaluates e once and, if it evaluates to true, the branch I 1 will be executed, else branch I 2 . Note the condition e is located at A. The second operation implicitly selects one of the branches by non-deterministically behaving either as I 1 or as I 2 . The summation operator + is commutative and associative, so that we often write Σ i I i for the n-fold sum of interactions.
The term I 1 | I 2 denotes the parallel composition. However, unlike the standard process calculi, there is no communication between I 1 and I 2 : I 1 |I 2 just means two independent threads of interactions.
(νs)I denotes restriction (or hiding) of a session channel, where (νs) binds free occurrences of s in I. This is used for designating newly created session channels when a session is initiated. The term (νs)I stands for a sequence of restrictions. Since restriction is only added when an outermost initialisation prefix reduces, it is natural to assume that restrictions never occur under prefixes initiation, communication and assignment nor do they occur in a summand of a summation.
Interaction which can be repeated unboundedly is realised by recursion. Then the term rec X A . I is the standard recursion construct, where rec X A is called recursor, with X, the recursion variable, binding its free occurrences in I. Finally, 0 is the inaction, representing the lack of actions.
Examples
We illustrate the syntax through simple examples. These examples will be used throughout the paper as running examples.
Example 1 (Syntax, 1) Consider the following interaction:
In this example, Buyer and Seller are the participants involved, B2Sch is a session channel name and QuoteAccept and QuoteReject are operation names. Thus, as a whole, (4) can be read as follows:
Through a session channel B2Sch, Buyer selects one of the two options offered by Seller, QuoteAccept and QuoteReject. If the first option is selected, Buyer sends the quote "100" which will be stored in x by Seller and proceeds to I 1 . In the other case, Seller sends the abort number stored in the variable x AbortNo which will be stored in y by the Seller and proceeds to I 2 .
We interpret the sum + as an internal sum for Buyer (i.e. Buyer initiates this choice) and as an external sum for Seller (i.e. Seller passively waits for one of the branches (operators) to be chosen by the environment).
Example 2 (Syntax, 2) The following is a refinement of the description above:
This description now specifies the "reason" why each branch is taken. Notice the condition in the conditional branch, x ≤ 1000, is explicitly located: the description says this judgement takes place at Buyer. Note also the description is still the external choice for Seller: it is Buyer who selects one of the options, which Seller waits for passively. The description becomes self-contained by adding an initial session invocation at a service channel, say ch, and a request for a quote.
Buyer → Seller : ch(ν ν ν B2Sch, S2Bch) .
Seller → Buyer : S2Bch Quote, 100 , y .
if x quote ≤ 1000 @Buyer then
In here, Buyer invokes Seller to initiate a session with the session channels B2Sch and S2Bch.
Example 3 (Syntax, 3) A session can have multiple session names for communication. This is the standard practice in business protocols and other interaction-centred applications, and is essential to have multiple parallel interactions inside a single session. As an example, suppose that Buyer wants to start a session at a channel acc in which it communicates acceptance of a quote on a session name Op and, in parallel, sends its address on a session name Data. This can be expressed as:
Here, two session channels, Op and Data, are communicated at the time of session initiation at channel acc.
Examples of other constructs, such as recursion and hiding, will be given in the last section.
3 Dynamics of the Global Calculus
Basic ideas of Reduction
Computation in the global calculus is represented by a step-by-step transition, each step consisting of the execution of a primitive operation, such as communication, assignment or conditional, which has an effect on on the local state of an involved participant.
To formalise this idea, we use a configuration which is a pair of a state (a collection of the local states of all participants involved) and an interaction, written (σ, I). Formally a state, ranged over by σ, σ , . . ., is a function from V ar×P to V al, i.e. a variable at each participant is assigned a value in a store. We shall write σ@A to denote the portion of σ local to A, and σ[y@A → v] to denote a new state which is identical with σ except that σ (y, A) is equal to v. The dynamics is then defined in the form:
(σ, I) → (σ , Since an assignment is located, only x at B is updated, and the next interaction I is unfolded. Interaction can involve choice, where one of the branches is chosen non-deterministically, i.e. we can have either:
and they are both legitimate reductions. The conditional depends on the evaluation of an expression. For example, assuming x at A stores 0, we have
But if x at A stores say 1, then the second branch will be selected.
For recursion, we expect a recurring behaviour. For example, the following behaviour just continues to assign 1 to a variable:
In the following subsection, we illustrate the notion of reduction for each construct one by one.
Reduction Rules.

Reduction relation is
We have already seen an example of reduction representing communication through a session channel. We now report the the formal rule:
The premise of the rule above uses the judgement (called evaluation judgement):
σ e@A ⇓ v which says:
Expression e is evaluated into the value v in the A-portion of the state σ.
For example, if σ says x at A stores 3, then we have σ (x + x)@A ⇓ 6. Thus the expression to be communicated is evaluated in the source part of the state: and the value communicated is assigned in the target part of the state.
The formal rule for assignment is given as:
which updates the state at the participant A and unfolds the next interaction.
The rules for conditional assumes, again using the evaluation judgement, that the conditional expression evaluates to either tt (for truth) or ff (for falsity). In the former:
Symmetrically, when the condition evaluates to the falsity:
The rule for summation is standard:
The symmetric rule is subsumed by structural congruence which will be introduced later on. For parallel composition, the rule is defined just by considering interleaving of two components. Thus we define:
where we reduce the left-hand side. The symmetric rule is again subsumed by the use of the structural rules we stipulate later. For restriction we have:
which says restriction does not affect reduction. For recursion, we use the standard unfolding rule.
The rule says that:
If the unfolding of rec X.I, I[rec X.I/X] (which substitutes rec X.I for each free X in I) under σ reduces to I with the resulting state σ , then rec X.I itself under σ will reach (σ , I ).
Finally the inaction 0 does not have any reduction. We also use the following rule, which says that when we reduce we take terms up to a certain equality, following [3, 11] .
where the structural equality ≡ is defined by the following rules:
((νs)I 1 )|I 2 ≡ (νs)(I 1 |I 2 ) with s ∈ fn(I 2 ))
In the last rule, fn(I) denotes the free names (including variables, channels and session channels) occurring in I. The relation ≡ is the least congruence on terms including the above equations. While the benefit of the use of structural rules in reduction rules is limited in the present context (in comparison with standard process calculi), considering terms up to ≡ is often natural and adds clarity in practice.
Examples of Reduction.
Example 4 (Reduction: Communication) Recall the following term from Example 1:
We infer the reductions of I 0 . There is one reduction for each branch. For the first summand, we note σ 100@Buyer ⇓ 100 and infer, in two steps, using (Comm):
Similarly we have the following reduction for the second branch. Assume x AbortNo stores (say) 28 at Buyer in σ, hence σ x AbortNo @Buyer ⇓ 28,
Example 5 (Reduction: Conditional) We now show reduction for Example 2. First we reproduce the term.
If we assume σ@Buyer(x quote ) = 800 then we can infer by rule (IfTrue):
Further applying (Comm) to the resulting configuration, we conclude:
which is the only reduction sequences from (σ, I 0 ) in this case. Assume on the other hand σ@Buyer(x quote ) = 1200. Then we have by rule (IfFalse):
Hence in this case we have:
which is again the only possible reduction sequence under the assumption.
Example 6 (Reduction: Init, Par and Struct) We next consider Example 3:
Let us denote the two components of the parallel composition with J 1 and J 2 . Then, by (Init), we obtain:
By (Comm) we have: (σ, J 1 ) → (σ[x@Seller → 100], 0), hence by (Par) we conclude with:
For the symmetric case, assume σ@Buyer(w Address ) = adr (where adr is a string standing for an address) Then by (Comm) we have (σ, J 2 ) → (σ[y@Seller → adr], 0), hence by (Par) we arrive at:
Noting J 1 | J 2 ≡ J 2 | J 1 , we can now apply ((Struct)) to obtain:
Note we also simplified the resulting term. In summary, we have two sequences of reductions up to ≡:
and
where we set σ 
Session Types for the Global Calculus
Syntax of Session Types
As briefly mentioned at the outset of Section 3, we use session types [9] as the type structures for the global calculus. In advanced web services and business protocols, the structures of interaction in which a service/participant is engaged in may not be restricted to one-way messages or RPC-like requestreplies. This is why their type abstraction needs to capture a complex interaction structure of services, leading to the use of session types. The grammar of types follow.
. . range over value types, which in the present case only include atomic data types. α, α , . . . are session types. Note session channels s, s , . . . occur free in session types (this is necessary because of multiple session channels in a single session, cf. [9] ). We take | to be commutative and associative, with the identity 0. Recursive types are regarded as regular trees in the standard way [14] . Brief illustration of each construct follows.
• Σ i s ↓ op i (θ i ) . α i is a branching input type at s, indicating possibilities for receiving any of the operators from {op i } (which should be pairwise distinct) with a value of type θ i .
• Σ i s ↑ op i (θ i ) . α i , a branching output type at s, is the exact dual of the above.
• α 1 | α 2 is a parallel composition of α 1 and α 2 , abstracting parallel composition of two sessions. We demand session channels in α 1 and those in α 2 are disjoint.
• t is a type variable, while rec t.α is a recursive type, where rec t binds free occurrences of t in α. A recursive type represents a session with a loop. We assume each recursion is guarded, i.e., in rec t.α, the type α should be either an input/output type or n-ary parallel composition of input/output types.
• 0 is the inaction type, indicating termination of a session. 0 is often omitted.
Each time a session occurs at a shared service channel, session channels are freshly generated and exchanged. Thus the interface of a service should indicate a vector of session channels to be exchanged, in addition to how they are used. This is represented by abstract session type, or service type, in which concrete instances of session channels in a session type are abstracted, written:
(s) α wheres is a vector of pairwise distinct session channels which should cover all session channels in α, and α does not contain free type variables. (s) binds occurrences of session channels ins in α, which induces the standard alpha-equality. Before illustrating these types with examples, we introduce a natural notion of duality. The co-type, or dual, of α, written α, is given as follows.
rec t . α = rec t . α t = t 0 = 0 For example, the co-type of s ↓ QuoteReq(string).0 is s ↑ QuoteReq(string).0, exchanging input and output.
Given a term I, we type I with service/session types in the following way:
where Γ is a mapping from service channels to service types, and ∆ is a mapping from session channels to session types. We call Γ I ∆, a typing sequent.
A typing sequent Γ P ∆ says that the usage of service/session channels in I conforms to Γ and ∆, respectively. Such a sequent is derived using typing rules, which construct service/session typing for a term I following the latter's syntactic structure. We leave the presentation of typing rules to [5] , in which we also show that they satisfy the standard properties such as subject reduction and principal typing. Here, in the next subsection, we rather illustrate typing through concrete examples.
Examples of Session Types
Example 8 (Session Type: basics) Consider the following interaction (cf. Example 1), assuming adr and prd are variables of string type, located at both Buyer and Seller.
Buyer → Seller : s 1 QuoteReq, prd , prd .
Seller → Buyer : s 2 QuoteRep, 100 , y .
Buyer → Seller : s 1 Purchase, adr , adr .0
The interface which Seller offers (as far as this interaction goes) can be described by the following session type:
the same interaction can be type-abstracted from the viewpoint of Buyer:
which is nothing but the co-type of (20). Now let us add a session initiation to (20):
Buyer → Seller : s 1 QuoteAcc, adr , adr .0
Then the service type of Seller at channel sh is given as:
. s 1 ↓ Purchase(string). 0 (23) which says: firstly, two fresh session channels s 1 s 2 (in this order) are exchanged; then, using these two channels, communication of the represented shape takes place. Thus the service type (23) describes the whole of the behaviour starting from ch, albeit abstractly. Note the sum + in (25) means the inputting party (here Seller) waits with two options, Purchase and Nothanks: on the other hand, the co-type of (25) (seen from Buyer's side) becomes: 
We can then abstract this behaviour as, from B's viewpoint:
whereas for A the same interaction is abstracted as:
which states that A repeatedly receives greetings. As a more meaningful recursion, consider the following refinement of (24):
This behaviour, seen from the viewpoint of Seller, can be abstracted as the following session type:
It may be notable that the following conditional has the same session type as (31).
if reasonable(y)@Buyer then
One can further prefix (32) with a session initiation, for example with Buyer → Seller : ch(s 1 s 2 ), in which case we obtain the service type for ch:
which says that, after initialisation request exchanging two fresh session channels (designated as s 1 and s 2 ), it first waits for a QuoteReq message at s 1 , to which it replies with QuoteRep via s 2 , then it waits for two options Purchase and Nothanks at s 1 : in the former case it finishes this session while in the latter it recurs to the initial state, waiting for another QuoteReq message. Above there are two sessions: the one between the buyer and the seller, and the one between the seller and the shipper. Note that both are initialised by a session "init" operation and we have also included the choice. Another notable thing is that in the last two interactions, the variable x DD is involved three times: the first two times it is indeed the same variable located at the seller and assigned with the delivery details DD, but the third one is another variable located at the buyer which just happen to have the same name, but completely distinguished by the semantics of mini- and α = s ↑ RequestDelDetails(P T ype) . s ↓ DeliveryDetails(DDType).
Examples of Typing
A Larger Example and its Process Representation
This section demonstrates the expressiveness of the global calculus with a larger business protocol. The example is an extension of the Buyer-Seller protocol treated in Section 2 and comes from a use case discussed in [19] . After illustration of the protocol, we present the description of the protocol using the global calculus. We also show how this global description can be faithfully implemented by communicating processes, written in a variant of the π-calculus. The presentation of the implementation is informal, but it offers a glimpse of how a global description can be mapped to endpoint processes which faithfully realise the original behaviour.
Informal Description.
There are five participants involved in this protocol:
Buyer (B), Seller (S), Vendor (V ), CreditChecker (CC) and RoyalMail (R).
The purpose of the protocol is for Buyer to ask for a quote of a product to Seller, negotiates the price, and buys the product if its price is cheap enough. Before asking for a quote, Buyer asks CreditChecker whether Seller is credible or not. The negotiation process is done as a loop, which involves not only Buyer and Seller but also Vendor (which only interacts with Seller). When the negotiation is successful, Seller asks CreditChecker if Seller is credible, and if the answer is positive, asks RoyalMail (a shipper) to ship the good. The following illustrates the protocol step by step.
(i) Buyer requests a service ch CC for company check to the credit checker CreditChecker by sending its name.
(ii) At this point CreditChecker can either give a positive or negative answer.
(iii) If the answer is negative, the protocol terminates. If, on the other hand, the answer is positive, then the interactions enter the following negotiation loop: (a) Buyer asks Seller for a quote about product prod; (b) Seller then asks Vendor for service ch V (c) Seller starts recursion and asks Vendor for a quote about product prod; (d) Vendor replies with a quote quote; (e) Seller forwards quote to Buyer increasing it by 10 units (quote+10);
13.
{ CC → S : u Good . I Good 14. +
15.
CC → S : u Bad .
16.
S → B : t YourCreditIsBad . 0 } 17. else
18.
B → S : t QuoteNotOK . X } Finally I Good in Line 13 above is given as:
1. S → R : ch R (νp) .
2. R → S : p Ack .
3. S → R : p Deliv, adr, adr .
4. R → S : p Conf .
S → B : t Conf . 0
This concludes the formal representation of the protocol.
Implementation of the Global Protocol
A global description such as above, when deployed, should be realised as communication processes located at each endpoint (participant). We now show how the global description above can be correctly implemented in each location. We shall informally use a distributed version of the π-calculus as we show in [5] . In particular, each participant will have a process P built on basic concurrency constructs.
• The construct s£Σ i op i (x i ) . P denotes an input action on the session channel s with operations (options) op i . The received value will be stored in one of the variables x i according to which branch is selected.
• Dually, the construct s¡op e . P denotes the action of outputting the value e on the session channel s with operation op.
• The construct ! ch(s) . P is the input session initiation. It denotes the action of offering a replicated service ch.
• Dually, the construct ch(νs) . P is a request for the service ch (session initiation).
• The standard constructs if e then P else Q, P | Q, P ⊕ Q and rec X . P denote the the conditional operation, the parallel composition, a generic summation (not for input) and the recursion respectively.
For readability reasons, we will give different threads for each participants which will then be composed in parallel. Similarly to the global case, unimportant parameters in inputs and outputs will be omitted, e.g. s £ op stands
